
 

 

 

PianoDisc Prodigy Player system and QuietTime ProRecord-X silent system 

 

PianoDisc is the manufacturer of Prodigy Player system and QuietTime Silent system for upright and 

grand pianos. 

 

PianoDisc Prodigy Player System 

Enjoy live piano music without playing yourself! Download music of your choice through our iQ 

Player app and bring your upright or grand piano to life. 

Prodigy is the world's most advanced self-playing piano system that can be installed in almost any 

upright and grand piano. Through our free app you can enjoy acoustic piano music, but you can also 

combine it with audio (other instruments and/or vocals are played through the speakers). The 

system is barely visible and the PianoDisc music library contains thousands of songs in many genres. 

• Prodigy Entertainment: enjoying live piano music without playing it yourself. With the iQ 

Player app, you can download your favourite music and bring your piano or grand piano to 

life. 

• Prodigy Interactive: in addition to enjoying live piano music, this system also brings your own 

studio into your home. It allows you to compose and record your own music directly. You can 

connect the system to your laptop/iPad to edit your recording and (re)play it. 

• Prodigy QuietTime: the ultimate Prodigy system! This extended version provides you all 

possible options. You can enjoy live piano music, have your own studio at home and have the 

option to play and listen to the piano in ‘silent mode’. With Prodigy QuietTime, you can enjoy 

music at any time without disturbing others. 

 

PianoDisc QuietTime Silent System 

Our QuietTime systems can be installed in almost any upright or grand piano and easily switches your 

instrument into a ‘silent mode’. 

Our most popular QuietTime Silent system is the ProRecord X. When the QuietTime Silent system is 

enabled, a stop rail ensures that the hammer heads do not touch the strings and there is no acoustic 

sound coming from the upright or grand piano. The keys activate the sensor rail, and by using 

headphones you can still listen to piano music without disturbing your neighbours or housemates, 

for example. 

 

For more information, visit www.pianodisc.shop/en 
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